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Abstract. A simple linear mixing model of heterogeneous soil-vegetation system and retrieval 
of component temperatures from directional remote sensing measurements by inverting this 
model is evaluated in this paper using observations by a thermal camera. The thermal camera 
was used to obtain multi-angular TIR (Thermal Infra-Red) images over vegetable and orchard 
canopies. A whole thermal camera image was treated as a pixel of a satellite image to evaluate 
the model with the two-component system, i.e. soil and vegetation. The evaluation included 
two parts: evaluation of the linear mixing model and evaluation of the inversion of the model 
to retrieve component temperatures. For evaluation of the linear mixing model, the RMSE is 
0.2 K between the observed and modelled brightness temperatures, which indicates that the 
linear mixing model works well under most conditions. For evaluation of the model inversion, 
the RMSE between the model retrieved and the observed vegetation temperatures is 1.6K, 
correspondingly, the RMSE between the observed and retrieved soil temperatures is 2.0K. 
According to the evaluation of the sensitivity of retrieved component temperatures on 
fractional cover, the linear mixing model gives more accurate retrieval accuracies for both soil 
and vegetation temperatures under intermediate fractional cover conditions. 
1. Introduction 
Multi-angular TIR remote sensing data are considered capable of reflecting sub-pixel structure as well 
as component temperatures and provides a new information source in terrestrial energy balance studies 
[1-4]. Several radiative models have been established to account for this angular behavior [5-10]. 
Extensive ground-based multi-angular TIR measurements and the laboratory experiments have been 
carried out for theoretical research purposes [11-16]. Using multi-angular observations and physics-
based models, the retrieval of component temperatures became possible [3, 17-19].  
However, a lack of good-quality remote sensing data in suitable scale and angular setting is still the 
major obstacle in the applications of component temperatures retrieval [2, 20]. The most previous 
studies resorted to inversion of the physical thermal model to retrieve the component temperatures, 
which is usually time consuming and difficult to apply to satellite image data. The simple linear 
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mixing model is a practical algorithm using the multi-angular data obtained from few significant and 
independent angular measurements, such as AATSR (Advanced Along Track Scanning Radiometer) , 
and it provides the possibility of retrieving the wide range component temperatures from satellite data. 
However, the lack of the component temperature measurements at suitable spatial resolution makes 
the evaluation of retrieval results unfeasible. Aiming at evaluating the simple linear mixing  model and 
its retrieval of component temperatures, a ground-based experiment using the thermal camera for 
multi-angular TIR measurements was operated in field in the Heihe River basin during the Hi-
WATER (Heihe watershed Allied Telimetry Experimental Research) experimental campaign [21].   
2. Data 
This experiment was carried out during the Hi-WATER experimental campaign between July and 
August in 2012 in Zhangye, northwestern China, dominated by farmland. The intensive TIR 
measurements using thermal camera and radiometers were carried out over vegetable and orchard 
fields during the Hi-WATER campaign. The vegetable plots were dominated by pepper, celery and 
cauliflower. The orchard plot was dominated by apple trees. The following TIR data was collected: (1) 
multi-angular thermal images of the vegetation canopy and soil acquired by a thermal camera (Fluke 
Ti55FT) over the orchard canopy on August 27
th
(every 2 hours from 10:00am to 18:00 except 
12:00am), the observing zenith angles were approximately set at 30° and slightly larger than 60°at a 
tower of 30 m height and captured thermal images have the dimension of about 10m x 10m; multi-
angular data with the dimension of about 20cm x 20cm  collected on July 31
st
 from cauliflower and 
celery fields (in total three measurements over a day) at 0° and 50° at a ladder of 2.5 m height (2) 
single-angle images but with changing fraction of different components in the field-of-view (FOV) of 
the thermal camera by varying the snapshot areas over the soil-vegetation canopy of the vegetables, 
acquired by the thermal camera at the ladder. The thermal image also has the dimension of about 20cm 
x 20cm. Two sunny days‟ single angular thermal camera data was collected every hour on August 18th 
and 19
th
 from pepper canopy. The thermal camera was calibrated with a blackbody at the end of the 
field campaign and the calibration results were used to correct the field experimental data. 
3. Methodology 
3.1. The linear mixing model 
The linear mixing model of thermal infrared radiative transfer for heterogeneous soil-vegetation 
system developed by Jia (2004)[18] was used in this study. Ignoring the reflected atmosphere long 
wave radiance, the thermal infrared radiance of a soil-vegetation canopy can be simplified as a linear 
mixing of exitance of the soil and vegetation components weighted by their fraction of areas as below,  
B(𝑇𝑏(𝜃)) = 𝐹𝑐(𝜃)ε𝑓(𝜃)
′𝐵(?̅?𝑓) + (1 − 𝐹𝑐(𝜃))ε𝑠(𝜃)
′𝐵(?̅?𝑠)   (1) 
where B is the Planck function, 𝑇𝑏(𝜃) is the brightness temperature of a scene or a pixel, 𝜃 is the 
observing zenith angle , 𝐹𝑐(𝜃) is the fractional cover of vegetation in a scene or pixel, ε𝑓(𝜃)
′ is the 
effective emissivity of vegetation calculated by Eq. (2),  ?̅?𝑓 is the mean radiometric temperature of 
vegetation, (1 − 𝐹𝑐(𝜃)) is the fractional cover of soil, ε𝑠(𝜃)
′ is the effective soil emissivity calculated 
by Eq. (3),  and  ?̅?𝑠 is the mean radiometric temperature of soil. Here, the effective emissivity of soil 
and vegetation are used considering the interaction between vegetation–soil and vegetation–
vegetation[22]: 
ε𝑠(𝜃)
′ = {1 + (1 − ε𝑓)(1 −   )𝐹𝑐(𝜃),1 − 𝐹𝑐(𝜃)-
  }ε𝑠    (2) 
ε𝑓(𝜃)
′ = *1 + (1 − ε𝑠)(1 −   ),1 − 𝐹𝑐(𝜃)-,𝐹𝑐(𝜃)-
  +ε𝑓      (3) 
where    is the hemispheric gap frequency, defined as   =
 
 
∫ (1 − 𝐹 (𝜃))
 
 
 
 
  . In this paper,    is 
simply taken as the (1 − 𝐹 (𝜃)) , ε𝑠 is the soil emissivity, ε𝑓 is the vegetation emissivity. 
3.2. Evaluation approach  
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The evaluation of the linear mixing radiative transfer model includes two parts: evaluation of the 
linear mixing model and evaluation of the inversion of component temperatures. In the evaluation, a 
whole thermal camera image was treated as a pixel.  
To evaluate the linear mixing model (Eq. (1)), the soil and vegetation component temperatures and 
fractional cover of each component must be known a priori. The thermal image was first classified 
into two categories, soil and vegetation, using temperature thresholds and further corrected using 
concurrent visible CCD photos. The fractional cover of each component was extracted from the 
thermal images based on the classification. The mean brightness temperatures of the soil and 
vegetation components, referred as observed brightness component temperatures ?̅?𝑏_𝑓 and ?̅?𝑏_𝑠,  were 
obtained by averaging the temperatures of each one of the two classes in the thermal image by: 
 B(𝑇𝑏(𝜃)) =
 
 
∑ 𝐵(𝑇 (𝜃))
 
       (4) 
where n is the number of the pixels of either soil or vegetation in the whole thermal camera scene, 
𝑇 (𝜃) is the brightness temperature of the pixel   classified as soil or vegetation in the scene.  
Then the radiometric temperatures of the vegetation and soil,  𝑇  𝑑_𝑓(𝜃)  and 𝑇  𝑑_𝑠(𝜃) , was 
obtained from the 𝑇𝑏(𝜃) of vegetation and soil , ?̅?𝑏_𝑓 and ?̅?𝑏_𝑠, by the corrections for emissivities as: 
 𝐵(𝑇𝑏(𝜃)) =  𝑒(𝜃)B(𝑇  𝑑(𝜃))    (5) 
where  𝑒(𝜃) is the effective component emissivity, respectively ε𝑠(𝜃)
′ and ε𝑓(𝜃)
′, which were calculated 
by Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) using measured emissivities of foliage and soil: ε𝑓  = 0.973 and ε𝑠  = 
0.957(personal communication with Dr. Mu who did the measurements of the component 
temperatures).   rad( ) is the observed radiometric temperature of components, respectively 𝑇  𝑑_𝑓(𝜃) 
and 𝑇  𝑑_𝑠(𝜃), which will be written as 𝑇𝑓_ 𝑏𝑠𝑒  𝑒𝑑(𝜃) and 𝑇𝑠_ 𝑏𝑠𝑒  𝑒𝑑(𝜃). 
Finally to evaluate the two-component linear mixing model, mean component radiometric 
temperatures, component fractional covers and effective component emissivities were applied in Eq. 
(1) to obtain the model simulated brightness temperature 𝑇𝑏(𝜃) of the whole scene observed by the 
thermal camera. The model simulated brightness temperature 𝑇𝑏(𝜃) was compared with the observed 
brightness temperature 𝑇𝑏_ 𝑏𝑠𝑒  𝑒𝑑(𝜃), the latter was calculated by Eq. (4)  by taking n as the number 
of pixels in the whole thermal camera scene and 𝑇 (𝜃) as the brightness temperature of the pixel   in 
the scene. 
For evaluation of the model inversion, the 𝑇𝑏_ 𝑏𝑠𝑒  𝑒𝑑(𝜃) and 𝐹𝑐(𝜃) at two view angles or from a 
pair of images which were observed at single-angle but with changing fraction of different 
components in the field-of-view (FOV) of the thermal camera by varying the snapshot areas were 
obtained and taken as input in Eq. (1) to solve the two equations (each at one view angle) for the soil 
and vegetation temperatures simultaneously, i.e. 𝑇𝑓_ 𝑒𝑡  𝑒 𝑒𝑑 and 𝑇𝑠_ 𝑒𝑡  𝑒 𝑒𝑑, respectively. For the two 
single-angle images in the pair, the image with the lower fractional cover was taken as the image as if 
it is observed at nadir view together with the other one in the pair as off-nadir view to compose 
artificially the two view angle observations. The retrieved component temperatures are then compared 
with the observed component temperatures 𝑇𝑓_ 𝑏𝑠𝑒  𝑒𝑑(𝜃)  and 𝑇𝑠_ 𝑏𝑠𝑒  𝑒𝑑(𝜃) . Besides, the Sd 
(standard deviation) of the observed temperatures also was used to evaluate the retrieved component 
temperatures. 
4. Results 
4.1. Evaluation of the linear mixing model 
Figure 1 shows the scattering plot of comparison between the model simulated brightness temperature 
𝑇𝑏(𝜃)  from Eq. (1) using the approach described in Section 3.2 and the observed brightness 
temperature 𝑇𝑏_ 𝑏𝑠𝑒  𝑒𝑑(𝜃) using the thermal camera scenes taken over the vegetable and orchard 
plots. 
 The simulated brightness temperatures by the linear mixing model have good agreement with the 
observed brightness temperatures with the RMSE as 0.2K. The results also indicate that the mean 
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temperatures of soil and of vegetation derived from the thermal camera scenes are of good 
representative of the wide range of temperatures of soil and vegetation elements over a mixed land 
target, to be used in the linear mixing model. 
   
 
Figure 1. Comparison between simulated brightness temperature 
from the linear mixing model and the observed brightness 
temperature over vegetable and orchard canopies. 
4.2. Results of inversion of the mixing model 
The retrieved component temperatures from inversion of the linear mixing model Eq. (1) were 
compared with the reference mean components temperatures extracted from the thermal camera 
images (see Section 2) using the method given in Section 3.2. It is found that the component 
temperatures extracted from two images taken from two different angles (or from each one of the pair 
images) are quite close to each other, so the mean temperatures of components from two different 
images,  ?̅?𝑓 and ?̅?𝑠, were taken as reference component temperatures.  
 
Figure 2. Comparison of the retrieved soil and vegetation 
temperatures with the observations extracted from the thermal 
camera images over vegetable and orchard canopies. 
The RMSE between the model retrieved vegetation temperatures and the observed vegetation 
temperatures is 1.6K, and the RMSE for soil temperature comparison is 2.0K as shown in Fig. 2. The 
standard deviations of the extracted mean component temperatures are also given in Fig.2 indicating 
the range of the thermal properties of the two components captured by the thermal camera. Most 
retrieved component temperatures all stay within the range between(?̅?𝑓 ± 𝑆𝑑)  and (?̅?𝑠 ± 𝑆𝑑) (Fig.2). 
This implies that the linear mixing model is reliable for retrieving component temperatures.   
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As discussed by Li et al[22], the inversion of the linear mixing model is sensitive to the accuracy of 
fractional vegetation cover, particularly to the difference of fractional vegetation cover between the 
nadir and the forward view angles. It was proved that the smaller the values of forward effective 
fractional cover ( 𝑓     𝑑) (or nadir fractional cover (   𝑑  )) are, the larger are errors of  𝑓 due to 
the errors of    𝑑   (or  𝑓     𝑑), vice versa for the  𝑠 in correspondence to fractional cover of soil 
[22, 23]. To evaluate the sensitivity of the retrieved component temperatures on the fractional cover, 
the extracted mean component temperatures from the thermal camera images (following the procedure 
in Section 3.2) were taken as the observed component temperatures. The absolute errors in the 
retrieved component temperatures are calculated as the absolute difference between the retrievaed 
component temperatures and the ones observed. Fig. 3 is the plot of the variation of the absolute errors 
in the retrieved component temperatures with the fractional cover (for multi-angular thermal images, 
the Fc(nadir) was from the image observed at nadir view;  for single-angle images  with changing 
fraction of different components, Fc(nadir) is taken from the image with the lower fractional cover of 
the pair images). Actually, the retrieval accuracy was influenced by many combined reasons, so the 
overall trend between the retrieval error sensitivity and fractional cover was not so obvious (Fig. 3). 
However, one may still see some useful hints from Fig. 3: when the nadir fractional cover was smaller 
than 0.5, the errors in the retrieved vegetation temperature (solid points) were larger than the error in 
the retrieved soil temperature (hollow points). At larger fractional vegetation cover, the errors in the 
retrieved soil temperatures were larger than the retrieved vegetation temperatures.  One may conclude, 
based on the present study, that the linear mixing model gives more accurate retrieval accuracies for 
both soil and vegetation temperatures under intermediate fractional cover conditions.  
 
Figure 3. Errors in the retrieved component temperatures under different 
fractional vegetation cover over vegetable and orchard canopies. 
5. Conclusions 
This paper focused on linear mixing model validation by experimental data collected using thermal 
camera over vegetable and orchard fields. The preliminary results show that the linear mixing model is 
reliable and correct. For evaluation of the linear mixing model, the RMSE is 0.2 K between the 
observed brightness temperatures and the modelled brightness temperatures, which indicates that the 
linear mixing model works well under most conditions. The RMSE between the model retrieved 
vegetation temperatures and the observed vegetation temperatures is 1.6K, correspondingly, the 
RMSE between the model retrieved soil temperatures and the observed soil temperatures is 2.0K. 
Through the evaluation of the sensitivity of the retrieved component temperatures on the fractional 
cover, it was proved that the linear mixing model gives more accurate retrieval accuracies for both soil 
and vegetation temperatures under intermediate fractional cover conditions. As a preliminary 
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conclusion, this experimental study approves that the linear mixing radiative transfer model is a 
practical model for retrieving component temperatures with acceptable accuracy. 
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